The overall design must be pleasing, keep the eye moving, and have planned white space. Items must have a reason to be where they are, spacing should be the same between each item included, and the spread must have a background. Balance photos and text, use an interesting but readable font for the title and subtitles, and a seriffed font for text.
Note the interesting title font – size, color, and style – and that the text font has serifs. Note the planned “white space,” cascading photos, and careful placement of text boxes.

Africa’s Finest!

SUBTITLE HERE

Hyraxes are stupid and ugly looking. Blah blush blash. There are many types of dogs. They all come in packs like the lions. Black black black black. I’m over it. There’s all mons. They all have other carnivores. Another one of the most Intelligence prime. These animals are unique because they have a pride of protection and kill the animals they feed on. Lions are very protective. We have to fight to get in a pride to kill each other. Hyraxes are awesome. They are cool. Blah blush. Their man, their men, their men are sharp. But lions and leopards’ teeth are more sharp. Bears are types of dogs. Their nose is too. Africa most智能 animals are carnivores. Hyraxes are one of the finest animals. Hyraxes are the fastest carnivores in Africa. Cheetahs go 70-80mph when running away from something bigger or catching their prey. They at least protect their habitat or try when a bigger animal tries to get them. Africa most智能 animals are carnivores. Hyraxes are one of the finest animals. Hyraxes are the fastest carnivores in Africa. Cheetahs go 70-80mph when running away from something bigger or catching their prey. They at least protect their habitat or try when a bigger animal tries to get them. Africa most智能 animals are carnivores. Hyraxes are one of the finest animals. Hyraxes are the fastest carnivores in Africa. Cheetahs go 70-80mph when running away from something bigger or catching their prey. They at least protect their habitat or try when a bigger animal tries to get them. Africa most智能 animals are carnivores. Hyraxes are one of the finest animals. Hyraxes are the fastest carnivores in Africa. Cheetahs go 70-80mph when running away from something bigger or catching their prey. They at least protect their habitat or try when a bigger animal tries to get them.
Do not forget to click on the lowest left hand tool – the little box – in InDesign and hold it down until it gives you several choices, PREVIEW being one of them, and choose that one. It will take away all your guide box lines. The default for all text boxes to have a 1pt stroke around each box, as can be seen below. Unless that is what you intended, remove them by clicking on the box, then going to the tool bar and looking for the white box with “1pt” in it. Click on that and change it to “Opt” to make the stroke go away.
RACING DOWN THE SLOPES:
A JOURNEY EVERYONE CAN TAKE.

By: Leigh Ann Young

Way Back When....

Petroglyphs and archaeological evidence suggest that skiing emerged at least 5,000 years ago in Finland, Norway, Sweden, and the northern reaches of Russia and China. The first skis were probably ten feet long and had only loose willow or leather toe straps, which made it nearly impossible for the skier to turn or jump while in motion. Early skiers—hunters, midwives, priests, and others who had to travel across deep winter snow—dragged a single long pole to slow themselves down.

The Norwegians developed modern skiing in the late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. By adding heel straps to skis, they were able to gain more control on descents and make quicker, tighter turns. These first rough bindings allowed skiers to use shorter skis and two poles instead of one. Around 1820, Norwegians began racing each other and staged the first ski-jumping competitions.

When Norwegians emigrated to the United States in the mid-1800s, they brought skiing with them. There are different types of skiing like Freestyle Skiing. Freestyle Skiing is a form of skiing which originally encompassed two disciplines: aerials, and moguls. Besides those freestyle skiing now consists of skicross, half-pipe and slope style. Freeskiing is an Olympic discipline which shares characteristics with street skateboarding, BMX, and inline skating. There are different types of skiing like Freestyle Skiing. Freestyle Skiing is a form of skiing which originally encompassed two disciplines: aerials, and moguls. Besides those freestyle skiing now consists of skicross, half-pipe and slope style. Freeskiing is an Olympic discipline which shares characteristics with street skateboarding, BMX, and inline skating. There are different types of skiing like Freestyle Skiing. Freestyle Skiing is a form of skiing which originally encompassed two disciplines: aerials, and moguls. Besides those freestyle skiing now consists of skicross, half-pipe and slope style. Freeskiing is an Olympic discipline which shares characteristics with street skateboarding, BMX, and inline skating.

Pictures 1-3 are images of what you might see when you go to ski.
The PREVIEW mode was not turned on, so we have lines, but use them to note placement of photos is not to be effected by the lines. Also note that the photos were mostly in landscape formation but one needed to be in letter format. Pay attention to the camera’s direction and take photos in both formats, just in case.
Taking a long-distance photo with an area that can be typed over is always a really good idea. Text and photo boxes can be changed into shapes with fades, if you want, but do not make the shape override the photo itself.
Note that the stroke was accidentally left around the text boxes. Using a “FilmStrip” series of photos across your spread might work for your presentation, but make sure to put a line above and below it to make it more uniform. Also, make sure that the photos make sense next to each other and are all closeups.
Using color is HIGHLY encouraged, as long as it lends itself to the overall design and does not actually distract from it. Make sure that your main photo is CLEAR, CLEAN, EXPRESSIVE, uses RULE of THIRDS, and the subject FILLS THE FRAME.

**Saving Tigers**

**Demand**

Tiger bones have been used in TAM for a wide variety of ailments for more than 1,000 years. In 1993 the Chinese government banned the trade and use of tiger parts, but cultural belief in the power of tiger parts remains. Parts from a single tiger can bring as much as $850,000 on the black market, making the poaching of these magnificent creatures very lucrative criminal networks. Claws, teeth and whiskers are believed to produce good luck and protective powers. And tiger skins and tiger bone wine are valued as status symbols. Tiger bones have been used in TAM for a wide variety of ailments for thousands of years.

- **Population**
  - As few as 3,200
- **Scientific Name**
  - Panthera tigris
- **Weight**
  - 220-669 pounds
- **Length**
  - 4-10 feet
- **Habitat**
  - Tropical rainforests, evergreen forests, temperate forests, mangrove swamps, grasslands and steppes

**Wild tiger population threatened**

That trend, in turn, is making tiger poaching more lucrative across Asia — because it is cheaper to kill wild tigers and smuggle parts across borders than to manufacture false ones, and the wild cats often are pursued by consumers. Fears have now given species from tiger products and undermined global efforts to stop the illegal trade. Tiger bones have been used in TAM for a wide variety of ailments for more than 1,000 years. In 1993 the Chinese government banned the trade and use of tiger parts, but cultural belief in the power of tiger parts remains. Parts from a single tiger can bring as much as $850,000 on the black market, making the poaching of these magnificent creatures very lucrative criminal networks. Claws, teeth and whiskers are believed to produce good luck and protective powers. And tiger skins and tiger bone wine are valued as status symbols. Tiger bones have been used in TAM for a wide variety of ailments for thousands of years.
Changing the shapes of photos can sometimes enhance the spread. Also, think about your background photo when leaving planned white space, and use portions of it to enhance your overall message.
By Jack Loik
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Far far away, behind the word mountains, far from the country of Volaxis and Consunn, there lies a blind text. Separated they live in Bookmarksgrove right at the coasts of the Semantics, a large language ocean. A small river named Duden flows by their place and supplies it with the necessary regata. It is a paradisematic country, in which roasted parts of sentences fly into your mouth. Even the all-powerful Pointing has no control about the blind texts it is almost unorthographic. One day however a small line of blind text by the name of Lorem Ipsum decided to leave for the far World of Grammar. The Big Orange advised her not to do so, because there were thousands of Bad Grammaticians, with Quasigrammatica, and Quasism, and even Someckian, but the Little Blind Text didn’t listen. She packed her seven versals, put her Initial into the belt and made herself on the way. She reached the first hills of the Talmudian, she had, at last, time back on the shelves of her beat-up Bookmarksgrove, the headline of APhia Village and the suburb of her own road, the Line Lane. Payoffs a retore question ran over her check, then.

Far far away, behind the word mountains, far from the country of Volaxis and Consunn, there lies a blind text. Separated they live in Bookmarksgrove right at the coast of the Semantics, a large language ocean. A small river named Duden flows by their place and supplies it with the necessary regata. It is a paradisematic country, in which roasted parts of sentences fly into your mouth. Even the all-powerful Pointing has no control about the blind texts it is almost unorthographic. One day however a small line of blind text by the name of Lorem Ipsum decided to leave for the far World of Grammar. The Big Orange advised her not to do so, because there were thousands of Bad Grammaticians, with Quasigrammatica, and Quasism, and even Someckian, but the Little Blind Text didn’t listen. She packed her seven versals, put her Initial into the belt and made herself on the way. She reached the first hills of the Talmudian, she had, at last, time back on the shelves of her beat-up Bookmarksgrove, the headline of APhia Village and the suburb of her own road, the Line Lane. Payoffs a retore question ran over her check, then.
Jackson's Orchard & Nursery is in western Kentucky. It has been around since 1966, when Bill Jackson purchased the property. Jackson wanted to turn the place around and into a place where families can go enjoy themselves.

Their "Pumpkin Fest" contains fun for the whole family! You can do several things such as go on a hayride, go to the petting zoo, go to their delicious bakery, and play on their awesome playground. As you can see there is a lot to do at Jackson's Orchard.

Their hayride contains a ride around the orchard and a ride to the pumpkin patch and a trip to the corn field maze. They have a very vast selection of pumpkins to choose from ranging from white ones, and a lot of regular orange pumpkins from pretty much any shape or size. The corn maze is very large and very difficult to find your way to the exit.

The petting zoo contains a cow, rabbits, two alpacas, and a horse, which you can ride for a small fee. Also they have a very delicious bakery where you can get little apple peach or apple pies, or their famous caramelized apples.

Jackson's Orchard also has an awesome playground, for all ages. They have huge tractor tires that are somewhat in the ground, a huge wood made tractor which you can act like you're driving, a couple see saws, and a cut of circle of large plastic tubing on a track you can race someone on!

Jackson's Orchard & Nursery is a place where families can go to enjoy themselves. Ranging from various things to do with their loved ones such as a hayride, going to the pumpkin patch, petting some farm animals, going to their delicious bakery, and going to their awesome playground.
The Lost River Cave
by Abigail Lappe

Scarecrow Trail

At Lost River Cave there is an event that began on October 1st called Scarecrow Trail. Chase, a man who has worked in Lost River Cave for 5 years, says that Scarecrow Trail is an event where people can come see how people from the community design a scarecrow. Chase also says that this year there are 24 scarecrows and that Scarecrow Trail was begun 4 years ago as a way to get people to come to Lost River Cave Park, where they can see animals in their natural habitats and learn the history of the park. As well as the scarecrows, there are other events such as a haunted maze, a golf outing, and a car show, so you can find out about more local events simply by attending this one.

Scarecrow Trail is a charity event to benefit Lost River Cave wildlife and habitat research, and also to support the park itself. All Lost River Cave events are fun for kids in the age of 5 and older, but this one is especially fun because they get to see many creative scarecrows up close, but it only lasts until 7th. Families can come walk through the exhibit for a fee, and then vote for their favorite scarecrow with the winner getting a gift card to the Lost River Cave Gift Shop. The price of admission also gets you into the cave itself, where there is Lost River Cave Spring and the Blue Hole. There are tours at the cave, both tour tours which lead down the tunnel and a very interesting Cave Cover, if you are brave enough.

The scarecrows on Scarecrow Trail are made by community members, clubs, and various groups, such as groups from The Proud Times, Liberty Printing, Girls Scout Troop 939, and the local chapter of the American Red Cross. One of the scarecrows was created by members of a group from the Historic RailPark and Train Museum, which announced that on October 31, the museum is offering Haunted Lantern Train tours, which promises that you will be scared as you walk through the train, and that it is perfect both for kids and adults in a fun, spooky event.

Another club that made a scarecrow is the Bowling Green Garden Club, which meets on the first Thursday of every month, with refreshments served beginning at 6:30 p.m. and the official meeting beginning at 7:00 p.m. at the East Side Center of American Legion. The scarecrow information states that the objective of this club is to learn about and to love your gardens as well as to aid in the protection of wildlife and the local habitat. The garden club was begun in 1934 and now has over 40 active members, donates regularly to the Cardinal Council of H.A.N.D.I.S., and only has a $20 annual club membership fee.
What One Dad Does To Support His Family

By: Shelby Stewart

How many jobs do your parents have? One? Two? Maybe even Three. Parents take on jobs to take care of you and themselves. But some of the money they make goes towards other things besides you. What you may not know is the government takes out a certain percent of the check they make to go towards taxes. This could also be considered for you when you turn a certain age you can start driving and the money you take out can be used for the road for it to be fixed. The money that the government doesn’t take out is to support you. Parents work their absolute hardest if they can, to take care of their kids.

When parents go to work its for another one of the two reasons, they need money for support, they want the extra money. Most of the time the main reason is to support their family or themselves. Different jobs can be challenging but most of the time the hazard is worth, long shift people get the most money. Doing not so good on a job because you’re lazy is not the way to go. My father, George works seven days a week, Monday through Sunday. Sometimes he works two jobs. Through out the week he works at his main job and on the weekend he works his part time job both saturday and sunday.

Some may say that working seven days a week and two jobs on three of those days is hard work and no family time. Only the hard part is true. Working does not come easy but neither does life. If you have a family you can make time for them. My dad sometimes doesn’t work his main job to spend time with his family but he also can take off from the part job too spend time with his wife and kids. My dad is the manager at his main job but can take vacation, at his part time he is the only one in the part where he works so usually until they find someone else to hire with him he has to have to work every time he is scheduled. My dad loves both of his jobs which makes it easier for him to not dread doing his job and to make money for his family.

My dad isn’t the only one in our house held that works but he is the only one that has two jobs. My mom works full time as a manager of a store. The money my dad makes from his main job one check every month is given to my mom into a joined account and my mom’s check goes in that account and they use that to pay all the bills and groceries and the rest is used for going out to eat, clothes, repairs or anything else that we may need. Our parents have to take all their time from the day and put it into working to support you. Next time you see your parents all you have to say is “Thank You”.

In conclusion, both your parents or someone in your family works if possible to support you and they try to make sure you have everything you need. If you don’t have the parents that made you someone still cares for you and helps take care of you. Even if you don’t see it. If you have food stamps or disability someone else is helping you get that money because people work and pay taxes and some of that is to help support people people like that. No matter what someone out there in the world is still trying to help you. Respecting someone that does that is also important, they have to work there butts off to help. I’m not saying that that is bad because no one should have to live on the streets not being taken care of or taking care of them selves but once your old enough to work you should so you don’t have to rely on someone else if something happens. But what I really want you to take from this is that someone out there loves and cares for you and that they work to help you. Everyday I go without telling my parents “Thank You for working” but at dinner time I say “Thank You” because without them I literally wouldnt be alive. Thank you for taking your time to read this and I hope you can take from it. Remember to appreciate all your parents ever loved ones do for you.

In the picture above is my dad, George cutting a piece in the dark board to make a customers new radio correctly. Fit how it should.

In the picture to the right my dad has just finished cutting the dark, wiring, and connecting wire, and putting the pieces together. After he is done plugging these wire in and putting everything where it needs to go he will set the new radio back in replacing the old radio. Then he makes sure everything works, puts the old radio in the new random box, gets all his tools and tells the customer these car is finished.
1983
No 1983 Corvettes were sold. Quality and production problems had delayed introduction of the new C4 generation so 1983 was passed over. Only 44 of the 1983 model cars were even assembled. Some were used to sort out production details while others were assigned to engineering evaluation and crash testing. A few were part of a December 1982 press introduction at Riverside Raceway in California. 43 of the 44 1983 C4 Corvettes were destroyed. The one remaining car, number 21 (white), was retired to the National Corvette Museum in Bowling Green KY where it is now on display. It is still owned by GM. Fortunately it was not one of the eight corvettes which were involved in the sinkhole incident.

1953
As introduced in 1953, the Corvette was mostly a throw together experiment. Production was limited to 300 units total, so sales of the entirely new model was not a problem. The first Corvette reached the end of the assembly line on June 30, 1953. The entire 1953 production took place in the back of a customer delivery garage in Flint Michigan. The first two were engineering test cars and according to official records, were destroyed. Of the first 300 Corvettes, approximately 225 are known to exist today.

1974
The year 1974 completed what was started in 1973; this time the rear chrome bumpers were gone, also to accommodate new safety regulations. Corvette stylists had done chrome better than anyone, as a glance at any of the C1 Corvettes would attest. Some Corvette fans thought the cars looked "unfinished" although designer Larry Shinoda is reported to have approved, saying it was actually closer to what the stylists intended.

PHOTOS 1-3: Photos taken more than a year and a half after a giant sinkhole opened up underneath the National Corvette museum's sky dome. The sinkhole destroyed several cars, a few of which are now on exhibit.

PHOTOS 4 and 5: On February 12, 2014, a sinkhole opened under the floor of the Skydome area of the museum at around 5:44 AM local time, causing a portion of the floor to collapse. Eight rare and one-of-a-kind Corvettes, portions of the display stands and rails, large concrete floor slabs and dirt fell into the sinkhole, causing serious damage to some of the Corvettes. The Corvettes involved have an estimated value of a million dollars. The remaining 20 cars in the Skydome were immediately removed from that area. Starting March 3, 2014 through March 6, 2014, 5 of the 8 Corvettes were recovered from the sinkhole.

The spire area of the Skydome is being reinforced before work starts on removing the final three buried cars. The museum reopened the day after the sinkhole appeared. The car-swallowing hole has been fixed but not forgotten at the National Corvette Museum in Kentucky. Yellow tape now marks the boundaries of the cavity that became a sensation and put the museum on the map. And instead of a gaping sinkhole driving tourism, now it's the vintage sports cars crushed by rocks and dirt.

The Corvette Museum is located on quarter mile from the Bowling Green Corvette Assembly Plant, where Corvettes have been made since 1981. Public tours of the plant are available and Chevrolet allows Corvette owners to take delivery of their new vehicles at the museum and they include a VIP tour of the plant and museum with delivery.
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